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Introduction 

• Climate sciences have produced great advancements in our

understanding of the physics of climate

– Improved knowledge of many associated environmental impacts

• Assessments of climate change impacts on overall economic

performance seem not to have advanced at a similar pace

• We shed light on the relationship between climatic stressors

and economic performance

– Using high-resolution data on economic activity, temperature,

and precipitation



Econometrics vs. Modelling 

• Damage estimates differ greatly

• Econometric studies find higher damage, especially for

temperature increases

• Model based approaches report losses often lower than 1% of

world GDP; some studies reporting slight gains

– Models have been criticized for the weak empirical foundation

of damage functions

• Econometric-based estimates can capture the effect of climate

shocks and natural disasters that IAMs often omit

• Most IAMs remain constrained to geopolitical boundaries and

resolve the economy at the country level at best



What do we do?

• Analyze the relationship between climatic, geographic, and

economic activity using high-resolution spatial data

– Reduces averaging effect typical of aggregation processes

• Updated optimal conditions that maximizes economic activity

• Economic activity is a function of geographic factors

– Rather than demographic factors

• Using data at 0.5°×0.5° spatial resolution

• Avoid measurement errors that could counterintuitively favor

a more aggregated level of analysis



Why use high-resolution data?

• Using country-level data often provides biased results due to

the imposition of arbitrary country boundaries

• In the case of economic activity - also need to assume that

economic activity occurs throughout a country’s land area

• Population-weighted climatic data to control the weather

being experienced by the majority of the population

– Burke et al. (2015) and Dasgupta (2017) among others

– Biases remain



Downscaled GDP & Population: Murakami and Yamagata (2016)

• Economic activity and population at 0.5° × 0.5°

• Downscaled country-level population and GDP using

geographically weighted regressions

• Weights: urban area, urban population, urban area × total

length of principal roads, and trade among cities



Climatic Data

• University of Delaware reconstruction assembly (v 4.01)

• Gridded monthly average temperature and total precipitation

data for all land areas at 0.5° × 0.5° spatial resolution

• 1900-2014; interpolated from station data

• Detailed global land surface climatology

• Allows us to investigate the impact on economic activity at

the native resolution



Econometric Framework
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• grids cells are indexed by i and decades by t

• ���: log of downscaled economic activity

•  and �: mean decadal temperature and precipitation 

– Linear term and second-degree polynomial

• All	time-invariant	factors	influencing	a	grid	cell’s	economic	

activity	are	accounted	for	by	�� (grid	cell	specific	fixed-effects)	

– Institutions,	elevation,	soil	characteristics,	and	location

• Time	variant	factors	accounted	for	by	
� (decadal	fixed-effects)

– Technological	change



Spatial Dependence

• First law of geography: “Everything is related to everything

else, but near things are more related than distant things”

• Economic activity across the grids is likely spatially

dependent on the values observed in the neighboring grids

• Using Moran’s I test, null hypothesis of spatial independence

across the grids is rejected



Spatial Econometric Framework
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• 0 is a spatial autoregressive coefficient

• W is a negative exponential spatial weight

– Greater weights on the grids closer to the processing grid greater

than the grids that are further away (distance decay)

– Economic activity decreases in influence with distance

• 01��� measures the potential spillover effect in economic

activity if it is influenced by the economic activity in other grids

– The location or distance to other observations is a factor

determining the spillover effect



Results: Optimal Conditions



Results: Optimal Conditions

• Grid-level economic activity is smooth, non-linear, and

concave in temperature

• Confirms the non-linear relationship between the climatic

variables and economic activity even at high-resolution

• Optimal temperature to maximize economic activity is 9.9°C

• Significantly lower than previous estimates of 12°C and 13°C

– Nordhaus (2006) and Burke et al. (2015)



Results: Optimal Conditions

• Polynomial plot suggests that increases in temperature result

in negative impact on economic activity beyond the threshold

• Countries that are on average very close to the optimal level,

such as Italy, Germany, USA, and UK have;

– 84%, 18%, 45, and 64% of their grid cells with temperature level

above the optimal temperature



Results: Optimal Conditions (FE)



Burden of Climate Change on Economic Activity

• Combining our estimated non-linear response function with

unmitigated climate change scenarios - RCP 8.5

• Ensemble mean projected warming for RCP 8.5 across all 19

global climate models contributing to CMIP5

– Reducing bias and uncertainty

• Grid cell level estimates using the delta method

• Compares GCMs’ projections of the future (2080-2100) against

their simulation of the historical period (1965-2005)



Burden of Climate Change on Economic Activity

• Future warming is projected to result in a 46% median decline

in economic activity by the end of the 21st century

• 67% of the grid cells are expected to become poorer



Burden of Climate Change on Economic Activity

• 1°C uniform increase would result in a 5% global mean loss

• Highest adverse effects of climate change are projected to in

the tropical regions - 77% median decline in economic activity

• Temperate regions could experience improvements in

economic activity by 1% on average

• 88.2% of GDP in 2010 will be exposed to negative impacts;

– 35.5% of GDP will be exposed to greater than 50% losses

– Only 11.8% of economic activity will benefit from warming



Regional Impacts

• Estimates of the impact of climate change vary by region

• Economic activity in Africa, South America, Asia, and Oceania will

decline significantly by the end of the century

– Driven by relatively warm current conditions



Regional Impacts (RCP Comparison)

• Impacts are consistent across RCPs



Impact on Global Equality

• The historical global Gini coefficient is estimated to be 0.28

• Due to climate change, the Gini coefficient will increase

significantly to 0.40 by the end of the century



Impact on Regional Equality

• Inequality will also increase across all the regions

• Highest increases in South America and Asia



Looking from Above: Nighttime Lights 

• A useful proxy for development - great potential for recording

humanity’s presence on the earth’s surface

• Higher optimal conditions than other measures

• Work-in-progress!

2000

2010



Conclusion

• An update on the relationship between climatic variables and

economic activity using the highest resolution data available

• Global optimal temperature to maximize economic activity is

9.9°C  significantly lower than previous estimates

• Unmitigated climate change will result in a median decline of

46% in by the end of the 21st century

• Two-thirds of the grid cells are expected to become poorer

• Significant increase in global and regional inequality



Thank you!


